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Q.1 Write a composition (in approximately 400-500 words) on 

any of the following subjects (25)

(a) Out of the most important skills that children need to learn in 

order to succeed is the ability to get along with others.

(b) The academic knowledge that is taught in high schools is 

worthless if schools don't also prepare students to make their 

own decision. Write for or against this propositions.

(c) WEALTH

(d) UNITY

(e) With computers tracking the websites we visit, and 

survellance cameras observing us in many public places, 

many people feel their right to privacy has been voilated : 

Justify your view point.

(f) High school graduates should delay college untill they have a 

clear idea of their career goals. Discuss. (20)

Q.2 (a) Write a report on animals being totured inorder to perform 

and amuse by standers as a mean of earning livelihood for 

men. Give your veiw in the situation. Add your own points to 

the report.

Name the animals (bear/monkey) means of torture used by 

the owners to teach them tricks-half starved-tied with a thick 

rope whipped and beaten to learn tricks-made to perform to 

earn money- money pocketed for drugs and alcohol-no 

substantial food provided for the animals.

(b) Proposal Writing (10)

As games captain of your school you have been given the 

responsibility of organizing an inter school badminton 



competition. In not more than 150 words write a proposal 

stating the steps you would take to organize this event.

Q.3 Answer section (a), (b) and (c) (10)

(A) In each of the following items, sentence 'A' is complete, while 

'B' is not complete sentence 'B', making it as similar in 

meaning as possible to sentence 'A' Write down sentence 'B' 

in each case.

1. (A) A soldier of the tenth legion leaped into the water as soon 

as the ship touched the shore.

(B) No sooner.....................

2. (A) We have helped them with money as well as a body of 

workers, all well trained and experienced.

(B) Not only.....................

3. (A) Mrs Smith is the wisest member of the family and of her 

four daughters Jane is the prettiest.

(B) No other.....................

4. (A) The reporter frequently interrupted the CM during her 

speech.

(B) The CM faced.....................

5. (A) The book fair attracts thousands of people every year.

(B) Every.....................

6. (A) The bomb razed the city to the ground.

(B )The city.....................

7. (A) He took great pride in his achievement.

(B) His achievement.....................

8. (A) Ronald was shocked by the man's behaviour.

(B) The man's.....................

9. (A) The present secretary is inferior to the one I had before.

(B) My previous.....................

10. (A) Some children prefer reading novels to reading poetry.

(B) Novels.....................

(B) Fill in each blanks with a suitable word (5)

(Do not write the sentence)

1. We decided to try out__________my school's annual musical 

production.

2. Kelly heard two of her friends talking__________the 

hijackers.

3. The tsunami cost me everything dear__________my heart.

4. I don't know what__________think.

5. The search warrant was obtained__________his house with 

difficulty.

6. What makes some people snap________pressure? Snap 

_________ pressure

7. One by one my family members woke __________and joined 

me in the garden.

8. Don't give__________to violence or carry a weapon ever.

9. To say our school was__________a state of panic is an 

understatement.

10. Set__________a student crime watch__________your 

school.

(C) Fill in each blank with the appropriate form of the word given 

in brackets. (Do not write the sentence) (5)

The next day as part of the pre-race procedure. I _____ (1) 

(drive) around the circuit and _____ (2) (make) sure the 

medical emergency vehicles _____ (3) (are) all in position. I 

checked the medical centre to make sure it too_____ (4) (is) 

ready for action. Its staff alert. It was a beautiful day. The 

drivers had _____ (5) (begin) the parade laps senna was in the 

lead. Then_____ (6) (come) the green light and they_____ (7) 

(are) off. All of a sudden we _____ (8) (hear) a crashing 

around. There _____ (9) (have been) a collision during the 

start. The drivers appeared injured. Although the race was 

continuing debr's cluttered the starting area. so the safety car 



_____ (10) (come) out to lead the remaining cars slowly 

around the wreckage.

Q.4 Read carefully the passage given below and answer the 

question (a), (b) and (c) that follow:

With barely a ripple, the five meter long snake 

slithered into the small pond. The mottled black and green 

anaconda was common in this part of western Brazil.

Joe Pereira walked into the room where his grandson 

was waiting. After three rainy days, the sun had finally broken 

through and the air was hot and muggy. He decided it was an 

ideal time to cool off. "Let's go for a swim" he urged his 8 year 

old grandson Aahan. Aahan was more interested in watching 

a football game on TV but on his grandfather's insistence, he 

joined him for a swim in the pond. At the water's edge Aahan 

paid little attention to what looked like the tip of a submerged 

log a couple of meters away. He did not see the glistening eyes 

locked on him. The anaconda patiently tracked the boy's 

movements; its flickering tongue picked up his scent-a 

prelude to its strike.

Slowly, the snake cocked its neck in an S-shape and 

with blinding speed shot its head out of the water. Aahan 

reflexively dodged the long dark shape coming at him. The 

snake's mouth glanced off his right shoulder, but as the boy 

turned to run, the anaconda reared back and struck again, its 

jaws wide open, and sank its teeth into the boy's right side. 

The snake slid its powerful body out of the water and in 

seconds had wrapped its muscular coils around the child from 

head to toe.

Joe heard the screams of the child and sprinted to the 

pond. As he ran he yelied to his other grandson Yohaan to get 

him a knife. When he reached the pond there was no Aahan, 

just a huge knot of green and black speckled snake writhing 

and squirming around its victim, his grandson. He grabbed 

the wet shiny coils and pulled. There was the top of Aahan's 

head, his dark eyes filled with terror. And then something 

horrible happened. The little boy's face was turning blue. The 

snake's tail was jammed in his mouth and Aahan was 

suffocating. In desperation the boy bit down hard on the tail. 

It did nothing. It wasn't until Joe yanked the tail free that 

Aahan was able to breathe. He gasped, "Grandpa, it's choking 

me!"

Joe had to act fast. An anaconda kills by dragging its 

prey into the water to drown by constriction. They literally 

stop blood circulation, causing the victim to asphyxiate Death 

can come in five minutes. Fighting the muscular serpent, the 

busy 66 year old pulled the snake from the boy's shoulder and 

received his next shick. Clamped to Aahan's right side, just 

below his armpit, was the anacond's head. It seemed to be 

glaring directly at Joe. Joe picked up a couple of rocks and 

shoved themdown the snake's throat, but to a creature capable 

of swallowing a deer, a few rocks were nothing . Joe tried to 

pry the snake's head off Aahan's side. He gripped the two 

halves of the anaconda's jaws and ripped so hard that a ripping 

sound could be heard, still the snake would not let go. Its 

lower jaw dug deeper into his side.

"I'm going to die Grandpa," the boy moaned.

"No you're not" Joe promised. He picked up a rock 

twice the size of his fist and using all his strength brought it 

down on the snake's head hoping to make the anaconda 

loosen its grip: instead. Joe felt the snakes massive muscles 

tense Aahans eyes bulged. He screamed its tightenning.

In those frantic moments. all Yohaan could find was a 

machete used to prune migration. Yohaan grabbed it and 

rushed towards the pond. Meanwhile Joe found himself in an 



endless wrestling match. The anaconda was as flexible as a 

rope and it was fighting furiously to keep its prey. Joe had 

pulled two metres of the snake off Aahan when he realized it 

was trying to wind itself around him now. As Yohaan arrived 

on the scene, Joe grabbed the machete and swung at the 

anaconda. The heavy blade bounced harmlessly off. He 

hacked again and again. Nothing. It was like. 

It was like hitting a truck tyre with a small knife. 

Using all the strength he hit the snake so hard that the loose 

nails in the knife's handle. tore open his right hand. This time 

he made a cut.

He grabbed the snake's head in his left hand and 

brought the heavy knife smashing down on the snake's skull, 

between its nose and its eyes. He hacked away in a frenzy and 

smashed and smashed and smashed.

 For a moment the snake relaxed its grip. Then it 

thightened. Two more cuts had no effect. The blows shattered 

the snake's upper jaw which went slack. Aahan felt the 

compression ease and pushed of the snake off his body. 

Crawled up the steep slope from the pond and ran blood 

streaming down his side.

Meanwhile, Joe was still locked in a deadly dance 

with the angry anaconda holding the snakes head at arm's 

length with his left hand. he pounded it with the knife in his 

right. The serpant was furiously trying to enshare Joe. While 

Yohaan sat on the anaconda's twitching tail, Joe kept hacking 

untill he felt the snake go limp in his hands relived, he 

dropped the mortally wounded serpent on the muddy shore. 

The struggle had lasted half an hour but how was Aahan?

(A) (i) Given below are four words or phrases. Find the words 

which have a similar meaning the passage. (4)

(a) slide or slipped (b) Humid

(c) shining (d) Jerked

(ii) For each of the words given below write a sentences of at least 

10 words using the same word unchanged in form, but with a 

different meaning from that which it carries in the                  

passage: (4)

(1) locked

(2) strike

(3) shook

(4) pry

(B) Answer the following questions briefly in your own words :

(i) Why did Aahan not notice the anaconda in the pond? (2)

(ii) What did Joe see when he reached the pond in answer to 

Aahan's screams? Why was the child's face turning blue. (2)

(iii) How did Joe at first attempt to force the snake to release the 

boy? Why did he not succeed? (2)

(iv) Why would it be correct to say that Joe showed this      

occasion? (2)

(c) In about 100 words describe Joe's struggle with the anaconda 

from the time he grabbed the machete till Aahan released 

himself from the reptile. You are required to :     (4+5 = 9)

1. List your ideas and points.

2. Write your points in the form of a connected passage.


